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Hafele Reassuring Expertise
Hafele appliances characterizes – “The way of life” of
the 100,000 Indian household families we have been
associated with so far. Hafele products plays a major
role in transforming the way customers perform their
daily household chores from cooking to cleaning. Our
endeavour is to bring sheer joy of cooking and that is
why we thoughtfully design our products to stand on the
values of Innovation, Design, Functionality and Trust.
Hafele appliances have always been on the forefront
in terms of launching products with cutting edge
technology. The innovative product lines, conceived
and conceptualized, by Hafele bring ease to the day
to day life of the user and enhance lifestyles. Hafele

products are designed with an eye to detailing and
add more value and joy to the lives of customers.
The product designs are practical and are very
contemporary in terms of all aesthetic aspects. It
is our endeavour to enhance the user experiences
with our highly functional products. We have
garnered the trust of all partners associated with
Hafele, which is the key motivation for us to deliver
finest quality products backed up by strong and
sustainable business environment.

Designed to create experiences... out of daily chores!
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REFRIGERATION AND COOLING
APPLIANCES
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE IN LARGE
CAPACITY AND DUAL FUNCTIONALITY
Pave way for a smart and healthy lifestyle with the new Professional Freestanding Refrigerators by Hafele. These high
specification Professional Freestanding Refrigerators boast of higher capacity, premium cooling technology and inverter
compressor especially designed for Indian kitchens.

The Professional Freestanding Refrigerators available with French Door MultiZone Refrigerator (ARG650NF) are packed
with incredible features which retain the maximum quality of your food and beverages.
The ARG650NF and comes with a 100 L MultiZone compartment which can be used alternatively as a freezer and
fridge depending on your storage requirements. The Fresco Zone Plus drawer in these refrigerators provides the suitable
environment for your fruits and vegetables maintaining their quality for a longer time.
The tropicalized climate rating of the compressor makes the refrigerators apt for the Indian climatic variations, the inverter
compressor works in line with the outside temperature and smart sensors maintaining the internal conditions of the
refrigerator as you have set them! Treat yourself and your food to special care with these new elegant, intelligent and
contemporary Professional Freestanding Refrigerators by Hafele!
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FREE STANDING REFRIGERATORS

The Professional Freestanding Refrigerators available with French Door MultiZone Refrigerator (ARG650NF) are packed
with incredible features which retain the maximum quality of your food and beverages.
The ARG650NF and comes with a 100 L MultiZone compartment which can be used alternatively as a freezer and
fridge depending on your storage requirements. The Fresco Zone Plus drawer in these refrigerators provides the suitable
environment for your fruits and vegetables maintaining their quality for a longer time.
The tropicalized climate rating of the compressor makes the refrigerators apt for the Indian climatic variations, the inverter
compressor works in line with the outside temperature and smart sensors maintaining the internal conditions of the
refrigerator as you have set them! Treat yourself and your food to special care with these new elegant, intelligent and
contemporary Professional Freestanding Refrigerators by Hafele!

ARG650NF

Free Standing Multizone Refrigerator
Article no.: 538.11.090
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AZZANO
RANGE OF BUILT IN REFRIGERATOR
THAT ADAPTS TO YOUR LIFESTYLE
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BUILT-IN REFRIGERATORS

RANGE OF PREMIUM BUILT-IN REFRIGERATORS
We understand your storage requirement. This new built in line of refrigeration can be configured based on your requirement and
lifestyle. You can utilize to store up to 600L with 75% refrigeration and 25% freezing specification.
With ample storage the fridge can be completely adapted as per the user’s storage requirement, with metal racks for bottles,
adaptive shelf slotting for small or tall utensils.

AZZANO

305L Built-in Fridge with Intelligent
Adaptive Cooling system
Article no.: 538.10.160

AZZANO

300L Built-in Refrigerator with Intelligent
Adaptive Cooling system
Article no.: 538.10.050

NR300NF

300L Built-in Refrigerator with
Dual Cooling system
Article no.: 538.11.050
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BAKING APPLIANCES
FOR THE PERFECTIONIST!
Hafele’s range of built-in ovens are multifunctional and offer you a host of contemporary cooking
options; making your cooking experience recreational and fun! As compared to traditional cooking,
oven cooking is done with less oil and spices and the original flavours and complete nutrients of the
food are retained. You can thus taste and consume food at its absolute best.
Baking in an oven is also easier as you don’t have to supervise your dishes intermittently like the
traditional cooking on gas stoves requires you to do. Just prep the food, set the oven at the desired
temperature, clock in the timer and relax till the food is ready to be served.
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BUILT-IN OVENS

IRIS 70

60cm Built-In TFT Multi-function Oven
70L Capacity
Article no.: 539.00.051

DIAMOND NEO 70

60cm Built-In Multi-function Oven
70 L Capacity
Article no.: 538.01.441

DIAMOND 50 MWO

45 cm Built-In Combi Microwave Oven
50 L Capacity
Article no.: 538.01.431

Diamond 77 BIO
60 cm Built-In Oven
77L Capacity
Article no.: 538.01.421

RIBB 70

60 cm Built-In Multi-function Oven

70 L Capacity
Article no.: 534.01.361

DIAMOND 34 MWO

38 cm Built-In Combi Microwave Oven
34 L Capacity
Article no.: 538.01.279

J70 BIO PLUS

60cm Built-In Multi-function Oven
70L Capacity
Article no.: 538.01.321

DIAMOND 77 MWO PLUS
60 cm Built-In Combi Microwave Oven
77 L Capacity
Article no.: 538.01.411

J34MCST

45 cm Built-In Combi Microwave Steam
Oven with Convection and Grill
34 L Capacity
Article no.: 538.01.251
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INTERFACING WITH YOUR OVEN
HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER!
Hafele Appliances range of built-in electric and combi microwave ovens offer you a host of CONTEMPORARY
COOKING OPTIONS; making your cooking experience recreational and fun!
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BUILT-IN MICROWAVES

J34MWO PLUS

39 cm Microwave Oven with Convection

and Grill 34 L Capacity
Article no.: 538.31.380

Diamond Neo 28

39 cm Built-In Microwave Oven with
Grill 28 L Capacity

IRIS 28

39 cm Microwave Oven with Grill and
Convection 28 L Capacity

Article no.: 538.31.390

Article no.: 539.30.170

INTUITIVE DISPLAY
The oven comes with a convenient and easy to operate
controls. With one touch you can choose the desired
function and with the big display screen, you can see
your selection of function and temperature

MARIA 28

38 cm Built-In Microwave Oven with Grill
28 L Capacity
Article no.: 538.31.120

LOW E GLASS PANES FOR HIGH HEAT
EFFICIENCY
The Low-E (low emissivity) coatings keep the
temperature inside the oven consistent by reflecting
the interior temperatures back inside the cavity. These
are the new age technology for enhancing the heat
efficiency in the large cooking appliances using
heating elements.

INTEGRATED DESIGN
The oven can be installed with matching diamond
microwave that can seamlessly gel with your kitchen
design and surrounding cabinetry.

ROTISSERIE FUNCTION
This is a specially designed function to give you the
best roasting and grilling result for a wholesome meal.
This function ensures that the grilling is done from all
the sides of the dish.

SMART COOK FUNCTION

OLIVIA - G

15 cm Warming Drawer with full Touch
Control
Article no.: 538.51.830

The one touch functions on the display panel gives you
the ease and flexibility to choose a suitable program for
your style of cooling. The electronic control gives you
the most precise temperature setting for a wholesome
meal.
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COOKING APPLIANCES
VORTEX BURNER HOBS
Hafele introduces you to a unique design in built-in hobs that is extremely suitable for
Indian cooking patterns. The insulated black glass body and elegant metallic knobs make way for a strikingly smart hob that fits seamlessly into your kitchen worktop. Hafele
now presents to you the efficiency of the traditional wood-fire Indian cooking along with
the convenience of modern technology through its range.
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UNLOCK THE INDIAN COOKING CODE
Indian cooking is like a painting – there are as many flavours on an Indian platter as there are colours on a
canvas. Each cuisine fuses together with unique recipes, traditional spices and the individual touch of the
cooking artist. This makes every Indian dish different from the other and the cooking treatment demands
the same diversity.
It is this unique combination of diversity and complexity of Indian Cooking that forms the Inspiration for
Hafele’s Vortex Series Hobs. Through this range, we have decoded the science of Indian cooking and
introduced the most ideal cooking equipment that can support, enhance and inspire the culinary art of
India!
The quintessential Indian currys and tadkas are done best on the wok (known as kadai) and are most
enjoyed with the flat Indian Chapatis which are done on a flat Indian pan (called tawa). Very often the
conventional hob flames either support the rounded bottom of a kadai (wok) or else spread out flat under a
pan – there are no burners in the market today that can adapt to the type of cooking vessel that is placed
on them.
In order to handle such varied patterns of Indian cooking, our Vortex Series Hobs are engineered with
special burners whose flames adapt to a wok by centring maximum heat at the rounded portion of the wok
to allow for seamless blending of the spices and seasoning in the oil. Alternately the same flame adjusts
effortlessly under a flat pan used for making chapatis, offering ideal heat distribution to the base of the pan.
It is this unique feature that makes the Vortex Series Hobs a fitting range for Indian Cooking.
... So let’s dive into the many facets of this cooking miracle that will change the face of Indian cooking!
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VERTEX FLAME

FLAME DRAPE EFFECT!

PREMIUM METAL KNOBS

The direct injection of fuel and air results in a
high power burner with a well-balanced flame
for efficient cooking. This is possible with a
vertex flame design by creating 440 identical
flame holes punched in a 30O angle to deflect
the flame to rise vertically, aiding in even
distribution of the heat across the entire surface
of the cooking vessel. This not only delivers
perfectly executed recipes, but also offers the
most optimum cooking experience.

Vortex Series Hobs are designed to give you
the most balanced flame. The web of this
distinct flame creates a drape effect, where
the flame rises vertically and drapes itself
around any type of cooking vessel; quite akin
to a piece of cloth that seamlessly covers
objects of varying shapes. This significantly
reduces unnecessary heat transfer outside
the cooking zone whether a flat pan or a
round pot is placed. The flame-drape effect
results in overall heating efficiency and
enhanced performance of the burner.

Gun-metal finish, defined and grooved
edges gives the knob a distinct signature
aesthetics.

The Vortex Series Hobs are very high in
efficiency. They consume 12% less fuel
compared to any regular brass burner of
equivalent power output, due to their vertical
flame that completely eliminates the heat loss
from the sides of the burners when pots are
placed. For the big vortex burners, the gas
consumption per hour is 306gms as compared
to standard brass burners that consume
347gms per hour. This is a great saver of
energy and cooking fuel.

The knobs are designed for a better grip
and easy maintenance and cleaning.

The burners are also designed to control
any turbulence in the flame that generally
results in high levels of heat loss and
reduces the efficiency of the burners due to
high consumption of the fuel.
During the ignition cycle, the burners infuse
maximum air (oxygen) and premix the fuel
to give out a pure blue flame.

AIR CHANNELS FOR
EFFICIENT MIXING OF
OXYGEN AND GAS:

The Vortex Series Hobs are designed
to control the turbulence in the flame
that causes heat loss and reduces the
efficiency of the burners resulting in
high consumption of the fuel. During
the ignition cycle, the burners infuse
maximum air (oxygen) and premix the
fuel to give out a pure blue flame.

THE FLAME MODULATION

The Vortex Series Hobs wok burner is
designed to take care of high heating to low
searing cooking. You can independently
regulate the inner and outer flame to achieve
more precision of temperature during cooking!

PAN SUPPORTS
WITH HEAT PROTECTOR
Due to the high power burner the heat
dissipation during long hours of cooking
causes the surrounding exposed surfaces
like knobs and glasses to heat up. To avoid
this kind of unwanted heating of exposed
surfaces around the burners, Hafele has
exclusively designed the pan support with
heat barriers.

EASE OF CLEANING &
MAINTENANCE
Cleaning of the burners is a breeze.

SAFE AND SECURED
OPERATIONS:

All Vortex Series Hobs come with a
Flame Failure Safety Device (FFSD)
that gets activated the moment the flame
accidently goes off. It automatically cuts
off the gas supply to the burners, thus,
preventing any instance of fire accidents
due to gas leakage. The result – your
kitchen and home is safe from any kind
of gas leakage accidents.

The burner is easy to assemble and clean.
In case of spillage and pore blocking, you
just need to soak the burner!

BEVELED GLASS EDGES

The beveled edges makes your installation
flushed and more minimalistic. The matt
beveling gives the hob a defined look and
enhances the overall aesthetics of the hob.

EASY BURNER ASSEMBLY
The Vortex Series Hobs come with
integrated Locking Slots that facilitate
easy assembly and removal of burners
during cleaning cycles.
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VORTEX 000

100 cm Built-In 4 Vertex Brass Burners Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.66.319

VORTEX 490

VORTEX 590

90cm Built-In 5 Vertex Brass Burners Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.66.328

VORTEX 378

90cm Built-In 4 Vertex Brass Burners Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.66.308

78cm Built-In 3 Vertex Brass Burners Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.66.287

VORTEX 480

VORTEX 470

70cm Built-In 4 Vertex Brass Burners Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.66.296

70cm Built-In 4 Vertex Brass Burners Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.66.275

VORTEX 460

60cm Built-In 4 Vertex Brass Burners Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.66.261
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ZETA BSERIES HOBS
with next gen design and Functionality

Embrace Power, Sophistication & Versatility Latest 6th generation
direct flame Zeta hobs are powerful.
The fully brass crowned lid design, enhances safety and Ignition pin
with brass jacket.
The latest design of cast iron pan support complements the burners.
New and improved knob design for easy flame control.
Long edged bevelled glass with matt bevelling for flushed aesthetics.
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ZETA 000

ZETA 590

100 cm Built-In 4 Zeta Brass Burners Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.61.189

90 cm Built-In 5 Zeta Brass Burners Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.61.168

ZETA 390

ZETA 490

90 cm Built-In 3 Zeta Brass Burners
Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.61.148

90 cm Built-In 4 Zeta Brass Burners
Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.61.188

ZETA 380

80 cm Built-In 3 Zeta Brass Burners
Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.61.226

ZETA 360

ZETA 378 PLUS

78 cm Built-In 3 Zeta Brass Burners
Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.41.504

60cm Built-in 3 Zeta Brass Burners
Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.61.241

ZETA 480 PLUS

80 cm Built-In 4 Zeta Brass Burners
Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.41.549

ZETA 460 PLUS

60 cm Built-In 4 Zeta Brass Burners
Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.41.532

ZETA 230

30cm Built-in 2 Brass Burners
Gas Hob
Article No.: 538.61.200
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INDUCTION HOBS

ELENA 60

60 cm Induction Hob
Article No.: 538.01.491

BELLA 30

30 cm Domino Induction Hob
Article No.: 538.01.481

48
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Safe Cooking

Quick & Easy Cleaning

The Induction Hobs from Hafele
Appliances are built with extra
safety features that enable you
to cook with ease. There are
no open flames and it’s only
your pot that is heated up while
cooking. If there’s no contact
with a pot, the heating stops
automatically. The small object
safety feature ensures that the
hob will not be activated by any
other extraneous object - such
as a tea spoon that might have
accidentally been dropped on
the hob.

Since the vitroceramic surface
doesn’t heat up, overspilled
food won’t burn on the hob,
which makes it easy to clean.

Safety, efficiency and
cleanliness
This is the latest and most
efficient cooking technology
available. Induction hobs heat
up only when there’s a pot on
the vitroceramic surface, while
the rest of it gets barely warm.
When the pot is placed on the
induction zone, this magnetic
field transfers heat directly
to the cooking pan. The only
result is a rapid increase in
food temperature that can be
precisely regulated.

BUILT-IN DOMINOS

Made of high quality stainless steel these cooking appliances fit snugly into your kitchen counter
top providing the elegance of style along with the much desired variations in cooking. The
integrated front knob allows you to regulate your cooking or barbequing. As always, this range
of Hafele Appliances comes with the latest market technologies - the deep fryer is equipped with
an oil temperature lamp set by a thermostat and the barbeque boasts of a removable enameled
griddle and lava stone. So add these futuristic trends of modern cooking to your range and enjoy
the true bliss of entertaining your guests with finger-licking delicacies - let your kitchen be the envy
of every eye!

SAUVE 01

30 cm Built-In Deep Fryer
Article No.: 536.02.598

BBQ BI 01

30 cm Built-In Barbeque
Article No.: 536.02.599
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VENTILATION APPLIANCES
COOKER HOODS
A high degree of functionality and technical perfection are combined with an appealing design composition
in the Hafele Ventilation hoods that are ideal for the futuristic kitchens of today. The speed and suction are
calibrated in such a way to avoid any condensation on the glass in the lower area of the hood. The coordinated
filters effectively absorb the unwanted cooking fumes and the dual LED lighting concept illuminates your
cooking area thereby enhancing the overall cooking experience.
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WALL MOUNTED FILTER FREE HOODS

TERESA i-90 PLUS

90 cm Wall Mounted Filter-Free Hood
Article no.: 538.82.393

TERESA 90

90 cm Wall Mounted Filter-Free Hood
Article no.: 538.82.253

IVARAA 90

90 cm Wall Mounted Filter-Free Hood
Article no.: 533.83.644

TERESA 60

90 cm Wall Mounted Filter-Free Hood
Article no.: 538.82.261

IVARAA 60

60 cm Wall Mounted Filter-Free Hood
Article no.: 533.83.621

CERAMIC WALL MOUNTED HOODS

CERAMICA 90

90 cm Wall Mounted Filter-Free Hood
Article no.: 538.81.543

BISCOTTI 80

FRIDA 90

90 cm Wall Mounted Hood
Article no.: 536.88.313

90 cm Wall Mounted Hood
Article no.: 534.80.045

FRIDA 75

75 cm Wall Mounted Hood
Article no.: 536.88.317

BISCOTTI 60

60 cm Wall Mounted Hood
Article no.: 534.80.044
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WALL MOUNTED HOODS

DATURA PLUS 90
90 cm Wall Mounted Hood
Article no.: 536.80.263

REGEN 90

90 cm Wall Mounted Cooker Hood
Article no.: 533.87.303

ABENS 60

60 cm Wall Mounted Cooker Hood
Article no.: 539.80.302
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DATURA PLUS 60
90 cm Wall Mounted Hood
Article no.: 536.80.262

ABENS 90

90 cm Wall Mounted Cooker Hood
Article no.: 539.80.303

VETRA 90

90 cm Wall Mounted Cooker Hood
Article no.: 538.81.573

CEILING AND ISLAND HOODS

VETRA ISOLA 90

90 cm Island Cooker Hood
Article no.: 538.81.553

CELENA 90
90 cm Ceiling Cooker Hood
Article no.: 534.80.998
(Includes high power motor)
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KITCHEN
COUNTERTOP APPLIANCES

Modern

Time Saving
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DO YOU LOVE COOKING BUT HATE THE TEDIOUS
PREPPING ACTIVITIES THAT PRECEDE IT?
WELL, YOU’RE NOT ALONE!
The recreational experience of cooking your favourite
delicacies is often spoiled due to all the time and effort spent
in mundane pre-cooking activities like chopping, grinding,
grating or blending. Hafele introduces, for the very first time,
a professional range of small countertop appliances that
makes prepping fun while giving you more time to enjoy what
you like doing the most – cooking your favourite dishes or

As an extension to our comprehensive offering of
cooking appliances from the Hafele Appliances Range,
Hafele’s countertop appliances come in modern
designs, attractive colours and long-lasting, sturdy
materials; coupled with superior functions that will
make your pre-cooking tasks a breeze. These handy
appliances are super easy to use, provide accurate

experimenting with new ones!

prepping results and can make even the most boring
tasks in the kitchen, fun!

Ergonomical

Chic
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KLARA
HIGHLINE SERIES
The Hafele Highline Series brings to you the first ever electronic kitchen machine that every Indian
Kitchen needs today.
With the KLARA HIGHLINE® Kitchen Machines you can enjoy the most advanced design and
functionality that will make your regular cooking task a breeze.

KLARA HIGHLINE - MURPHY RED

KLARA HIGHLINE - GOTHIC GREY

Dough Kneading Function:

Whipping / Whisker Function:

Beater Function:

The precise kneading movement
results in soft doughs (which are similar
to hand-kneaded doughs) for fluffy
breads or soft chapattis.

The planetary movement allows
consistent whisking results that are
professional even for a large portion
of servings. It is Ideal for whipping egg
whites or cream which are often used
in cakes and desserts.

The precise configuration of the beater
helps mix batters at a constant speed
and at a regular pace resulting in
providing a homogeneous texture;
highly desired for dosa or steamed
cake batters.
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KLARA HIGHLINE PRO

Vegetable
Slicing,
Chopping,
Grating and Mashing Function:
The various blade configurations
provide
flexibility
in
chopping
vegetables in even shapes and sizes
(unlike hand-chopped vegetables
which may be uneven) and that too in
a fraction of the time you would have
spent doing the same.

Meat Mincing Function:

Mixer and Grinder Function:

Enjoy the benefits of the heavy duty
metal mincer for precise meat mincing.

As a unique feature the Kitchen
Machine also doubles up as a mixer,
giving you all required functions in one
machine.
Use the wet mixer to quickly blend that
ideal smoothie, shake or puree or use
the small dry grinder to grind spices,
pulverize sugar, shred coconut and
much more!
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KLARA HIGHLINE SERIES

KLARA HIGHLINE

Model Name

KLARA HIGHLINE PRO

KLARA HIGHLINE

KLARA HIGHLINE PRO

Article Number

535.43.275 / 535.43.274

535.43.137

Material

Heavy duty Aluminium Die Cast Body

Heavy duty Aluminium Die Cast Body

Motor

1000 W

1000 W

Interface

Tactile Touch Control Buttons

High-end Touch Control Pad

Speed Setting

5

7; Indicative programmed function marks at each speed

Colour

Murphy Red & Gothic Grey

Gothic Grey

5.5 L

5.5 L with Bowl Cover for Improved Functionality

Timer Function
Mixing Bowl
Attachments
Beater
Dough Hook
Whisker
Mixing Jar

;1.5 L Single Mould Glass Jar

;1.5 L Single Mould Glass Jar

Spice Grinder / Chutney
Making Mixing Jar

; 200 ml

; 200 ml

; Slicer, Grater, Chopper & Masher

; Slicer, Grater, Chopper & Masher

Vegetable Cutter
Other Features

> Planetary rotations* for a uniform mixing result
> Wider tilt head circumference for efficient and superior mixing
> Metal gear transmission

* Planetary mixing: rotary mixing along the axis and circumference for superior and unifrom blending even of small quantities.
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KLARA HIGHLINE KITCHEN MACHINE SERIES & ACCESSORIES

1.5L GLASS JAR (included in the kit)
Article no.: 535.43.930

KLARA HIGHLINE - KITCHEN MACHINE
MURPHY RED : Article no.: 535.43.275

200ML GLASS JAR (included in the kit)
Article no.: 535.43.133

KLARA HIGHLINE - KITCHEN MACHINE
GOTHIC GREY : Article no.: 535.43.274
VEGETABLE CUTTER (included in the kit)
Article no.: 535.43.134

MEAT MINCER ATTACHMENT
KLARA HIGHLINE PRO - THE KITCHEN MACHINE
Article no.: 535.43.137

(to be ordered separately)
Article no.: 535.43.129

Note: The following attachments (except for the meat mincer) are provided with the main kit and can also be ordered separately
as spares. You can use them to upgrade your Klara Castline.
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VIOLA PRO
Hafele extends its kitchen machine series with
®

VIOLA PRO CASTLINE Kitchen Machine.
Especially created to help you with your baking
needs, Viola Pro comes with a knob control to
set accurate speed levels and with a mixing
bowl capacity of 6.5 L. Its trendy matt colour
will perfectly complement your contemporary
kitchen.

Speed Control :

Beater Function:

Dough Kneading:

With 6 speeds and a pulse function enjoy
greater control over textures while mixing,
kneading or blending.

The precise configuration of the beater
helps mix batters at a constant speed and
at a regular pace resulting in providing a
homogeneous texture; highly desired for
cake batters.

The precise kneading movement results
in soft doughs (which are similar to handkneaded doughs) for fluffy breads or soft
chapattis.
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n Aluminium Diecast housing
n Powerful 1300W motor
n Knob switch
n Planetary rotations* for uniform mixing results
n Wider tilt head circumference for efficient and superior
mixing
n Metal gear transmission
n 6 speeds + pulse
n 6.5L Stainless Steel bowl with cover
n 3 mixing attachments: beater, kneading hook, balloon
whisker
n Vegetable cutter (4 attachments: slicer, grater, masher
and chopper)
n LED light bars on the side
n Optional : Aluminium body meat mincing unit
(Article No: 535.43.129)
Article No: 535.43.273
* Planetary mixing: rotary mixing along the axis

and circumference for superior and uniform
blending even of small quantities.

Whipping / Whisker Function:
The planetary movement allows consistent
whisking results that are professional even
for a large portion of servings. It is ideal for
whipping egg whites or cream which are
often used in cakes and desserts.

Vegetable Slicing,
Grating Function:

Chopping

and

The various blade configurations provide
fLexibility in chopping vegetables in even
shapes and sizes (unlike hand-chopped
vegetables which may be uneven) and that
too in a fraction of the time you would have
spent doing the same.

Meat Mincing Function:
Enjoy the benefits of the heavy duty metal
mincer for precise meat mincing.
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KITCHEN COUNTER-TOP APPLIANCES

HAFELE PROBLEND SERIES
OKTABLEND VACUUM PROFESSIONAL
BLENDER
The Oktablend Vacuum Blender laden with VacuoTechnology helps remove, with the push of a button, the air and oxygen
responsible for oxidation of food and the subsequent depletion of the micro nutrients to enhance the shelf life and nutrient
content of the blended food.
With this technology the nutrient level of your food is maintained and the food can be stored for a longer time when
compared to traditional blending.
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BEFORE
VACUUMING

AFTER
VACUUMING

THE VACUOTECHNOLOGY
The high pressure vacuum helps remove air and oxygen during blending
which are responsible for oxidation of food/drinks as well as the subsequent
depletion of the micro-nutrients thereby enhancing the shelf life and the
nutrient content of the blended food.

ADAPTECH CONTROL
Hafele’s OktaBlend blender introduces the smartest control in Vacuum Blending.
The inbuilt AdapTech Control and Display of Oktablend Vacuum Blender with
the 8 pre-set functions gives you a host of options to select from, while promptly
displaying the real-time temperature inside the blending jar.
The easy-to-use joystick knob manoeuvres through the programs and makes it

Vacuum

a breeze to operate the machine.

Whole Juice

Puree

Speed Display

Temperature
Display

Batter

Smoothie
Timer Display

IceCream

Blending

Cleaning
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HAFELE COPRESS SERIES
MAGNUS COLD PRESSED JUICER
Magnus Cold Pressed Juicer by Hafele is designed to work at a much slower pace as compared to your regular
juicer. It is hence able to extract fruit and vegetable juices without applying heat, the absence of which helps retain
maximum number of nutrients, vitamins and enzymes, and prevents oxidation.
The Magnus ensures that it extracts more than 80% of the juice from fruits and vegetables put into the juicer.
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MagnaFeed Inlet:

SmartFlow System:

Less Waste, More Juice:

83mm diameter of the inlet tube helps
take in whole fruits like big apple, pear,
oranges, etc. without hassles of cutting
them .

This system allows to mix and hold juice
to get 100% mixed juice result when
using more than one fruit / vegetable.
Smart Cap controls the flow of the juice
while pouring it out.

The residual juice that remains in the
pulp waste is merely 20%. This means
you can now get maximum juice output
with Hafele’s Cold Pressed Juicer.

Single Button Operation:

Gentle & Slow Squeezing:

Safety Locks:

The hands-free “ON” button is used for
continuous juicing. Use “REVERSE (REV)”
button to clear out the MagnaFeed in case
ingredients get stuck in the cavity.

The auger made by FDA PMMA alloy,
known for its strength and hardness
rotates at a slow speed of 35 RPM
to provide you with a taste closest to
the original flavours of the fruits and
vegetable without generating any heat in
the process.

Multiple safety locks ensures that the
machine works only when all the parts are
connected properly.

FOOD ENGINEERING
OF COLD PRESSED JUICE
It is a process that enables the user to maintain all the original properties
of fruit and vegetables, without applying heat. Since no heat is applied
throughout the entire process, the user can retain the largest number of
nutrients, vitamins and enzymes of the fruits and vegetables maximising
their nutritional value and preventing their oxidation.
With this technology you can experiment and combine various ingredients
to achieve combinations that can provide instant energy or a much
needed detox or those that can accelerate your metabolism to aid weight
management - the options are endless, try the ones that best adapt to your
lifestyle.
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HAFELE ANALOG SERIES
DOME KETTLE
The Dome Kettle comes with a high capacity (1.7L) to heat water and is equipped with removable
limescale filters for easy cleaning.
The Stainless Steel body, inner water level markings, non-drip spout and sleek handle make the
Dome Kettles extremely easy to use and durable. It is available in two colour options – Jade (matt
grey) and Opal (metallic red).

DOME KETTLE JADE
Article No: 535.43.542

DOME KETTLE OPAL
Article No: 535.43.540

QUEEN KETTLE
The Queen Kettle, with its royal white colour and rose
gold accents, stands majestically with a capacity of
1.6 L serving more than eight drinks at a time.
The double-lined Stainless Steel and Plastic body,
detachable micro-mesh filter, inner water level
markings, non-drip spout, analog temperature display
and an ergonomic handle make Queen an extremely
easy to use and durable kettle.

QUEEN KETTLE

Article No: 535.43.541
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HAFELE AMBER SERIES
AMBER COLLECTION
The new 2-Slot and 4-Slot Electric Toaster Machines come with 7 adjustable browning levels and enable you
to not only prepare fresh crisp toasts but also to reheat the ones prepared previously. You can also defrost the
freezer-stored bread in the new toasters.
The 2-Slot model from Hafele’s Amber Series comes in two contemporary colours – Jade (matt grey) and Opal
(metallic red) while the 4-Slot model is available in the Jade (matt grey) colour option.

AMBER 2 SLOT TOASTER- JADE
(Matt grey)

AMBER 2 SLOT TOASTER- OPAL
Article No: 535.43.550 OPAL (Metallic red)

Article No: 535.43.154

AMBER 2 SLOT TOASTER- JADE
Article No: 535.43.551 (Matt grey)
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DISH-WASHING APPLIANCES

GET USED TO MORE HYGIENE AND
ENHANCED CONVENIENCE
With an advanced mechanism and improved technology, Hafele Appliances dishwashers are trained to remove
even the most rigid masala stains often left behind by aggressive Indian cooking. They are sensitive to different
vessel materials and minimize the risk of breakages in a given cleaning cycle; and the child-lock feature makes
these appliances child-proof when left unattended. These appliances come with a dual zone feature which
allows you to place sensitive crockery.

BUILT-IN DISHWASHERS

SERENE FI02
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Fully Integrated Dishwasher
Article no.: 539.20.560

SERENE SI02

Semi Integrated Dishwasher
Article no.: 539.20.540

SALIENT FEATURES
FREESTANDING DISHWASHERS
ECO:
Most economical washing program for
medium soiled daily dishes that are
kept waiting.
Cycle: : Prewash  Wash (45oC) 
Rinse (65oC)  Dry
Degree of Soiling: Medium; Wash time:
190 mins;
Power Consumption: 0.93 kWh; Water
Consumption: 11L
RAPID 30:
Suitable for lightly soiled daily dishes
that are scraped or pre-cleaned.
Cycle: Wash (45oC)  2X Rinse (55oC)
Degree of Soiling: Low; Wash Time: 30
Minutes;
Power Consumption: 0.75kWh; Water
Consumption: 11L
INTENSIVE:
Designed for highly soiled wash loads,
such as pots, plates and woks (kadai).
Cycle: Pre-wash (50oC)  Wash (60oC)
 3x Rinse (65oC)  Dry
Degree of Soiling: High; Wash time:
170 mins
Power Consumption: 1.6kWh; Water
Consumption: 18.5L
NORMAL:
For high-medium soiled utensils. Ideal
for daily wash of a load of
utensils used for regular cooking
Cycle: Pre-wash (45oC)  Wash (55oC)
 2x Rinse (65oC)  Dry
Degree of Soiling: Medium; Wash time:
180 mins
Power Consumption: 1.3kWh; Water
Consumption: 15L

FREESTANDING DISHWASHERS

90 MINS WASH:
For medium soiled mixed loads that do
not need excellent drying efficiency.
Cycle: Wash (65oC)  2x Rinse (65oC)
 Dry
Degree of Soiling: Medium/Light; Wash
time: 90 mins;
Power Consumption: 1.02kWh; Water
Consumption: 12.5L

AQUA 14XL

Freestanding Dishwasher
Article no.:539.20.610

AQUA 12S

Freestanding Dishwasher
Article no.: 539.20.550

GLASS:
For medium soiled mixed loads that do
not need excellent drying efficiency.
Cycle: Pre-wash (30oC)  Wash (40oC)
 2x Rinse (60oC)  Dry
Degree of Soiling: Light; Wash time:
60 mins;
Power Consumption: 0.9kWh; Water
Consumption: 14.5L
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COUNTERTOP DISHWASHER
AQUA MINI COUNTERTOP
DISHWASHER TO GET CLEAN,
GERM-FREE DISHES AFTER
EVERY WASH!
Aqua mini pars the performance of a full size dishwasher in a compact size that
can accommodate in smaller kitchen space for dishwashing utitlities. Loaded with
6 programs and a self cleaning program the dishwasher makes for a perfect dish
cleaning companion for a modern and busy family.

7 POWERFUL WASH PROGRAMS
1

INTENSIVE CLEAN FOR KADAI & PANS

NORMAL PROGRAM FOR
REGULAR WASHDAYS

Intensive Program
Pre-wash (50oC)  Wash (65oC) 
3x Rinse (70oC)  Dry
Water Consumption: 12.5L
Power: 1.25kWh
Time of wash: 160 mins

Pre-wash (45oC)  Wash (60oC)
 2xRinse (68oC)  Dry
Water Consumption: 12.5L
Power: 1.05kWh
Time of wash:150mins

7
SELF CLEANING CYCLE
Wash (70oC)  2XRinse (65oC) 
Dry
Water Consumption: 7L
Power: 0.8kWh
Time of wash: 50mins
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3

2

ALL CLEAN IN 90 MINS
Wash (65oC)  2xRinse (68oC) Dry
Water Consumption: 11L;
Power: 1.15kWh
Time of wash: 90mins

AQUA MINI

Free standing Dish Washer
Article no.: 538.21.300

4

NO TIME TO WAIT!

THE GREEN WASH-ECO WASH
Prewash  Wash (45oC) 
(65oC)  Dry
Water Consumption: 8L
Power: 0.72kWh
Time of wash: 185mins

5

Rinse

35 MIN PROGRAM
Wash (45oC)  2X Rinse (55oC)
Water Consumption: 7L
Power: 0.52kWh
Time of wash: 35mins

6

SEE THROUGH THE GLASS!
GLASS PROGRAM
Pre-wash (30oC)  Wash (45oC) 
2x Rinse (60oC)  Dry
Water Consumption : 10.5L
Power 0.7kWh
Time of wash : 95 mins
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LAUNDRY CARE
WASHER DRYER COMBO WITH ANTIALLERGENIC &
STAIN SELECTION PROGRAM
After an advanced wash, if clothes are left to dry in the open they are again susceptible to catching infection
from the surroundings. This completely defeats the purpose of having a technology-packed washing machine.
Hafele offers you the combined advantage of washing and drying results in one machine. Hafele’s Washer
Dryer Combo comes with easy load options and smart programs giving you maximum flexibility for your
laundry even with different kinds of clothes like cotton, wool, synthetic as well as delicate fabrics like silk and
satin. You also get the freedom from draining water from the condenser box after every wash. Hafele’s washer
dryer combo is one of the most efficient combo machines with the condenser drying technology giving you
maximum flexibility to choose time or energy saving programs.
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WASHER DRYER COMBO

Hafele washer dryer combo is one of the most efficient
combo machines with condenser drying technology
giving you the maximum flexibility to choose time or
energy saving programs. Choose the 30% faster time
saving program to dry 6 kgs of laundry
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LAUNDRY CARE APPLIANCES

IT’S GOOD TO HAVE FUN WITHOUT
WORRYING ABOUT STAINS...

MARINA 8614WD
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8/6kg Washer Dryer Combo with
Condenser Drying System
Article No.: 533.93.510

MARINA 7512WD

7/5 kg Washer Dryer Combo with
Condenser Drying System
Article No.: 533.93.020

LAUNDRY CARE APPLIANCES

LEAVE THE “STAIN FIGHT” TO THE EXPERTS!
DRYING OPTIONS
The CORAL Plus Washer dryer has a condenser
drying technology which results in fast and efficient
drying of clothes. There are 4 iintensities or modes
of drying that can be used when using a drying
program.

Extra Dry
Activate this model for up to a 100% dry
clothes that can be worn immediately after
wash. This is an intensive drying mode
that will ensure minimal or no dampness
in the clothes so that they can be worn or
stacked immediately after wash.

Normal Dry
The normal drying mode is for the clothes
that does not require intensive heat to dry
like synthetics, polyester and satin. These
clothes can be dried using this mode.

Iron Dry
This mode is designed for the clothes that
you wish to iron after washing or for clothes
and fabrics that need very gentle care like
woolen and silk clothes. This mode is not
harsh at all to harm the delicate clothes
even during tumble drying.

Gentle dry / Refresh Mode
This is a refresh mode, where you would
like to refresh the clothes for sometime.
This mode will activate gentle tumbling
action with minimal heat.

CORAL 086S

7.5/5.5kg Washer Dryer Combo with
Condenser Drying System
Article No.: 538.91.090

16 Smart Wash Programs
*Actual colour available in Dark Stainless Steel.
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FREESTANDING WASHING MACHINES
IT’S GOOD TO HAVE FUN WITHOUT
WORRYING ABOUT STAINS
Hafele’s premium washing machines come with revolutionary and smart programs that can remove different
types of tough stains with three different temperature level options for stains ranging from heavy to light.
The intensive program provides a longer washing cycle, higher washing temperatures, increased tumbling
action, special soaking phases and longer rinse cycle to ensure superior cleaning performance – which may
have been a one-off requirement few months ago but is becoming the need of the hour, today.

A
A+
A++
A+++
-70%

USING ENERGY
AND RESOURCES
EFFICIENTLY IS MORE
IMPORTANT THAN EVER
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Hafele’s Premium Range of Washing Machines
protect nature with this environmental vision.
Hafele presents A+++ washing machines that are
70% more energy efficient than a standard energy
rated machine.

MARINA 8014 W

8 Kg A+++ Freestanding Washing Machine
Article No.:533.93.040

MARINA 7012 W

7 Kg A+++ Freestanding Washing Machine
Article No.:533.93.030

MARINA 6010 W

6 Kg A+++ Freestanding Washing Machine
Article No.:533.93.010
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Mumbai Design Centre:
Haji Moosa Patrawala Ind.(SOBO) Estate,
Near Famous Studio,
Mahalaxmi (West), Mumbai - 400 011
Tel.: 022 6264 7100.

Hyderabad Office & Design Centre:
SJR Building - # 1-57/89/1 & 1-57/89/2
Opp Allahabad Bank, Gachibowli,
Hyderabad – 500032
Tel.: 040 29557578 / 040 29557588

Mumbai Design Centre:
#2 Filix Building, Opp. Asian Paints,
L.B.S. Marg, Bhandup (West),
Mumbai - 400 078
Tel.: 022 2596 9660/
2596 9787/2594 7305

Kolkata Design Centre:
PS PACE, Premises No. 1/1A,
Mahendra Roy Lane, Topsia,
Kolkata - 700 046
Tel.: 033 40086814 / 033 40089268
Fax: 033 24988020

New Delhi Office & Design Centre:
D-89 , 1st Floor, Okhla Phase-I,
New Delhi - 110 020
Tel.: 011-66574999
Fax: 011-41605482

Kolkata Office:
Office No. 1001, PS Continental,
10th Floor, 83/2/1 Topsia Road,
Near Vishwakarma Building.
South Kolkata - 700046
Tel: 033-2285 0104 /
033-2285 0105 / 033-2285 0106

Bangalore Office & Design Centre:
Incubex Nestavera Spaces Pvt Ltd,
No:13, Langford Place, Langford Road,
Shanti Nagar, Bangalore - 560 025
Tel.: 080 4132 6116
Fax: 080 4132 6226
Bangalore
Hafele Appliances Gallery:
No. 2/1, Shiv Manor, Langford Road,
Shantinagar, Bangalore - 560027
Tel.: 080 - 4142 6336

Sri Lanka:
Hafele Office and Design Centre:
52, Nandana Gardens
(On Duplication Road), Colombo 04.
Tel: +94 112 500 501.
Fax: 0094 112 500 553.
Hafele Design Centre:
448, Galle Road, Rawathawatta,
Moratuwa, Sri Lanka.
Tel.: +94 112 644 600.
Hafele Boutique:
747A, Sirimawo Bandaranayaka
Mawatha, Mulgampola,
Kandy, Sri Lanka.
Tel.: +94 812 223 338.

Chennai Office & Design Centre:
1st Floor No.24, College Road,
Nungambakkam, Chennai - 600 006
Tel.: 044 - 4215 1542
Fax: 044 2446 0922

Bangladesh Office:
2nd Floor, House - 181, Road - 2,
Mohakhali DOHS, Dhaka - 1206.
Tel.: 01844018431/ 01844018432/
01844018433/ 01844018437.
Bangladesh Design Center:
House - 106, Road - 12,
Block - E, Banani, Dhaka - 1213
Tel.: 02-48810380-81
Nepal:
UHS Holdings Pvt. Ltd.
Kathmandu-2, Gairidhara Chowk, Nepal.
Mob.: +977 9802338800

Pune Design Centre:
Showroom No. 2, Ground Floor,
F P no. 403, A/2, ICC Trade Tower,
Senapati Bapat Marg,
Shivaji Nagar, Pune -411016
Tel.: 020 2563 3301
Fax: 020 2563 3302
Pune Office:
Office No. 12, Vastushree Complex,
Survey No.587,
Near Hyde Park, Gultekdi,
Market Yard, Pune - 411 037
Tel.: 020 2426 6264
Fax: 020 2426 6274
Ahmedabad Office:
Hafele India Pvt. Ltd., Office No. 302,
3rd Floor, Shangrila Arcade, Near
Shyamal Cross Road, Satellite,
Ahmedabad - 380015
Tel.: +91 79695 55505 / 8866220505
Cochin Office:
Jomer Symphony, 5th Floor, 48/1744
C34, Chalikkavattom, North Ponnurunni,
Vyttila, Cochin- 682010

Bhutan:
Smart Homes
Gr. Floor, Druk Building (Opp Helipad)
Babesa -Thimpu Expressway, Thimpu
Tel.: +975-2-333419
Mob.: +975-77277615, 17839717,
77114228,1760063,17669840

Office No. 3, Building “A”, BETA,
I Think Techno Campus, Off J.V.L.R,
Opp. Kanjurmarg East, Mumbai – 400 042.
Tel.: 022 6142 6100 l Fax: 022 6702 0531.
For Enquiries SMS “HAFELE” to 56070
Toll Free Customer Care: 1800 266 6667
Customer Care WhatsApp: +91 97691 11122
customercare@hafeleindia.com
info@hafeleindia.com

Follow us on
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